Hi there, this is Leslie Rohde for the SEO BrainTrust with another episode in our CORE SEO series.
Today we’ll talk about how to use the informaAon in Google AnalyAcs to create conAnuous increases in
the revenue or other value your site creates.
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To opAmize our site’s total value
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This strategy requires a stream of live data to work. A site just starAng out will not provide enough
data to drive this process.
Will work for any sort of transacAon where you can assign a monetary value but works best where
there is small transacAon lag.
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We start our explanaAon with the foundaAons of why the strategy works. This requires understanding
a number of key points in the search value chain and how ranking changes traﬃc.
We then provide the numerical decision strategies that guide what search terms and landing pages are
selected for opAmizaAon. This leads us into a descripAon of the ongoing operaAonal process and
ﬁnally some closing cauAons on some traps to avoid.
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Searchers enter some set of words, we oRen call keyword, but I’ll try to call term so we don’t get all
wrapped up in whether keyword is singular or plural. A search term is one or more words, some of
them might be “key” as far as you are concerned, but they are just words.
One or more pages are ranked for the searcher’s search term and the searcher selects one of these
lisAngs, creaAng traﬃc to one of your pages. Any page on your site can be a landing page or entrance
page – that is a role it plays in the process, not a speciﬁc sort of page.
To be result in value for our business, we need the visitor to engage with our site in some way, take
some acAon – what we call conversion – and this acAon must have some value. Because we presume
the exchange of value is two way, this is termed a transacAon.
Web markeAng in general, and search markeAng in parAcular, is unique in that we have greater
visibility and greater control over this process than in any other markeAng approach allowing us to
create a far smoother process from visit to transacAon.
Using Google AnalyAcs we can measure every step of this process.
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So let’s start at the beginning with the terms we get traﬃc for.
The shortest tail search terms will be the ones that name our product or service or the most important
needs our oﬀer addresses.
Keyword research even before we launch our site will ﬁll in potenAally hundreds more.
But over the long term, the majority of terms will ﬁnd us. We will discover these terms in our server
logs or google analyAcs reports.
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But we don’t see them unAl some page gets traﬃc for them which leads us to the quesAon of how we
match terms to pages.
Any page will convert someAmes, but our theoreAcally best case is where we have a page designed
speciﬁcally for each search term.
In pracAce, that would be way to many pages and we can’t even force that case anyway so we’ll always
end up with mulAple related terms landing on the same page. Related how?
In some sense we don’t get to choose, google does, but we can exercise some control by
understanding how google does what it does.
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Our page and the search terms it gets traﬃc for comprise a classic chicken and egg paradox. We drive
part of it and searchers, and google, drive the rest.
By ge^ng good at SEO we can cause our page to rank for what we want, but we can’t stop google from
ranking our page for terms we did not intend. It is this unintended traﬃc where we are in the realm of
discovery, not engineering. For a mature site, the unintended terms will be far more numerous than
the intended ones and may even provide half of total traﬃc.
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We have three things we can do with these.
Even silly searches will convert, just not very well, they will be low volume, and don’t ﬁt into the
informaAon architecture of the site. Just call it a giR and go on.
Some unintended searches will be well matched to the page that gets ranked – google does oRen get it
right – so just leave those alone too.
It is the third case that suggests acAon. We will oRen discover terms that are a close match for the
page, but a not a perfect match. If these variaAons provide suﬃcient value, it’s worth our Ame to
create a page opAmized for these new terms.
Some of these cases we can decide w/o google analyAcs. Others require user engagement to decide.
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One of the issues we can not escape in search markeAng is that search engines do not understand
language. They rank based on just the words used in the search term, make only limited use of word
order, can not account for way words change meaning in the presence of other words and they make
no adempt at matching synonyms and such.
It’s up to us as search marketers to make use of the traﬃc we do get and ignore what’s not relevant.
Searchers understand this too and studies show that they rapidly get good at using search as it
currently stands.
For our part, we don’t really have to “make search beder” – we just have to provide what searchers
are accustomed to. Searchers know that “black shoe” and “shoe black” are diﬀerent but that search
engines are likely to confuse some of the results. For our page about “black shoes”, we will get some
non‐performing traﬃc and should simply ignore it. It’s where we get searches for “dressy black shoe”
that we should pay adenAon and consider making another page or reusing the one that is currently
ranking.
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The way humans engage, and ulAmately convert, is the real test of the match between our page and
the search terms it adracts.
Google analyAcs provides several diﬀerent ways to study engagement. None of them is perfect, not
because of a failure of GA, but just the complexity of the quesAon does not admit of one simple
answer.
Bounce rate
This likely does not mean what you think it means. A bounce is a session that touches only a single
page on your site. Sessions automaAcally reset every 30 minutes and there is no way to know how
long a person stares at your entrance page and what they do instead of clicking one of your links so the
standard deﬁniAon of bounce is a very touch to use. In a later techniques video I’ll show some
diﬀerent ways to measure bounce
Times on site
This can someAmes help ﬁgure out if bounce rate is really a bounce or a really long landing page. For
example, a landing page with a 20 minute video that leads to the visitor picking up the phone will look
like a high Ame on site followed by a bounce. Wonderful. Hard to ﬁgure out.
Pages per visit
Diﬀerent sites can be widely diﬀerent in what consAtutes a good number here. If you have a forum,
maybe you want a high number. If you have a store what number do you want? Does a high number
mean the person is intrigued or lost? If higher page count is correlated with higher purchase amount
then great, but what do you do if it is not? Maybe a low number means you are ge^ng the right page
ranked at google so they don’t have to browse or maybe your site search actually works well enough
that they ﬁnd their product rapidly.
Conversion rate
This is arguably the most important measure of success, but it may not be directly acAonable.
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Okay, so we have pages that are ge^ng traﬃc for a variety of terms. These terms diﬀer in how well
they convert and in what the average transacAon value is. How do we ﬁgure out where our best
opportuniAes are?
Since we are already ge^ng and converAng traﬃc, we can deﬁne our opportunity as just the increase
we would get if we got more traﬃc. Our conversion should stay very much the same with higher
ranking and more traﬃc.
It is this diﬀerence in revenue that is the payoﬀ for doing the SEO work to get each term ranked higher.
So how do we esAmate our traﬃc increase?
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This starts with the AOL click data that was released some years ago. I’m in the process of updaAng
these numbers, but for now this is sAll the best model available and might even be more skewed than
it was when AOL did the study.
Search traﬃc is heavily concentrated in the top 3 results even though the SEO industry sAll yammers
on about “top 10” and “ﬁrst page lisAngs” the reality is that search is really only exciAng in the top 3
spots.
The diﬀerence in clicks between #1 and #2 is four Ames!
And noAce the long ﬂat spots and sudden steps in traﬃc. Search traﬃc is not linear with ranking.
There are “zones” where improving rank will have almost no result and there are transiAons where
moving just one spot is a cause to celebrate.
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Page 2, zone 2, is just good enough to brag about, but not good enough to result in much money.
Page 1 is all that maders at all, and even there, most of page 1 is really just striking distance, not real
success.
Zone 1C is a big improvement over Zone 2 and is where we should stage our future #1 rankings.
Zone 1B is the sprint to ﬁnish. This is a transiAon zone. Don’t stop here. A ranking in Zone 1B is
knocking on the door, has paid most of the cost of being #1, but is ge^ng less than a quarter of the
reward. Don’t ever leave a page in Zone 1B.
Zone 1B rankings should be the only rankings that get your adenAon to improve.
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We could use esAmates for each posiAon, but that is way more analysis than we need. This is a far
simpler esAmaAng approach that should always have us focused on the right objecAves.
Once we stuﬀ the google result page number into GA, we can do all of our analysis with reports from
GA alone.
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And managing is about making the trade‐oﬀs. We can simultaneously work a gozillion terms. We have
to focus. Focus on a small number in tern and over Ame we accumulate more and more #1 posiAons.
There are two ways we could choose.
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To use a sports analogy – and a disAnctly American one at that – this approach is the long bomb into
the end‐zone. PrioriAzing terms based on the ulAmate value to the business makes sense unAl you try
to do it. You are adacking the biggest and badest compeAAon ﬁrst with no revenue from longer tail
searches to fund the war.
This is really not a good idea. I don’t think I would recommend this to even a venture backed company.
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instead – to extend my football analogy – let’s grind it out on the ground. This is called “4 yards and
cloud of dust”. BTW, I don’t even watch football, but the analogies are apt.
The way this approach sorts opportuniAes assumes that our moves will be only to the next Zone.
That’s how this one is “incremental” rather than total. Moreover, we are ignoring everything deeper
than page 2 of google search results.
What’s possibly a bit odd about that is our ulAmate best term we might not even consider here. That’s
okay. If it is on page 4, it is not yet a contender anyway. We need to get bigger and let it move up as
we “opAmize by addiAon”. At some point our ranking power and reach will grow to the point that our
biggest money terms make it to zone 2. By then, we will have dozens of longer tail searches at #1 and
dozens more on page 1.
And all of them making the money and creaAng the ranking power we need to adack our most
compeAAve terms.
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This is a box to put SEO into. It is a way to decide what terms to SEO. Any tacAc that inﬂuences
ranking can be plugged into this framework.
This is the decision making process. It tells us what terms to focus on, how to know when we’re done
and deﬁnes simple, money denominated rules for every decision.
Is it perfect? Of course not, but engineering is about ge^ng the job done and that always involves
sacriﬁcing some theoreAcal purity somewhere.
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The strategy is all about our search terms.
Any term important enough to rank at all is important enough to rank #1, so we are not done with a
term unAl it is a “Winner” – a top posiAon. A Winner can move into working if it declines in rank
(discussed later).
The terms that have our focus at any given moment are the “Working” terms. These are the ones we
are employing one or more SEO techniques to move into “Winner” category. A Worker becomes a
Winner when it hits #1, but it can also become a “WaiAng” term if it get’s pre‐empted as we’ll discuss
in a moment.
The third group of terms are “WaiAng” terms. These are the terms next in line to become Workers.
The only Ame we look at these is when choosing new Workers. When (or if) they make the cut, they
become Workers and we start moving them toward winner.
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There are 4 core procedures in this system.
Term selecAon is driven by the data in google analyAcs along with our Zone 1 and 2 mulApliers.
Our current top rankings, our Zone 1A terms, must be watched so they can be rescued if we need to.
For all of the Working terms, we periodically monitor progress and adjust our term selecAons as terms
hit #1.
Finally, we do actually have to do some SEO and that is the 4 component – promote current term
selecAons. We can use any valid SEO techniques here, but there are some choices that can be made
that interact synergisAcally with the Zone system.
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We’ve already covered this to some extent, but let’s walk through the steps in detail.
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Here’s a completely made up example.
The ﬁrst keyword is top ranked so that one is a Winner we are just watching and protecAng.
Next noAce rows 2 and 4. These are both on page 1 of search results, but our esAmates are really
diﬀerent because the per visit value is 10 Ames higher on the term ranking much lower on the page. If
we made our decision on ranking alone, we would have chosen row 2. With our Zone approach, we
choose row 4 instead.
Moreover, look at row 5. This one actually beats out row 2, a term we currently have ranked at
posiAon 4. Why? Because of the high visit value coupled with really good traﬃc considering its
posiAon.
These are the kinds of trade‐oﬀs that our Zone focus provides.
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Since rankings will ﬂuctuate somewhat, having a #1 bounce into #2 occasionally is not a panic, but #3
can’t be allowed.
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One signiﬁcant advantage of promoAng your Working terms by adding pages and links speciﬁcally
targeAng those terms is that it should not disrupt your other terms. You may have to change nav bars
somewhat which could have an impact but generally the impact should be minor.
Adding pages and links also helps your WaiAng pages too because some of the work you do for
Working terms will unavoidably bleed into other terms. Adding pages and links is the ﬂood that ﬂoats
all boats. By focusing on our Working terms we adempt to ﬂoat them higher than the others, but all
terms should beneﬁt to some extent.
PageRank SculpAng on the other hand reallocates exisAng ranking power rather than adding more so
some pages must necessarily give up PageRank to improve the rankings of others. This may or may not
reduce exisAng rankings depending on the level of SculpAng employed. In the basic case, only the
“non‐money” pages are reduced, so no (meaningful) rankings are impacted.
In a full blown Sculpt, where ranking is guided based on term value, the Zone system is a perfect tool
to use in planning the Sculpt. There are two aspects to this. First, there is the selecAon of what terms
to promote in the Sculpt. You might select the “total potenAal” method if the site is large enough that
success on the top terms is reasonable. MulAple incremental sculpAng phases using “incremental
potenAal” can also be done instead. In either case, you have a numerical foundaAon for the selecAon.
Secondly, there is the selecAon of what pages (terms) to sacriﬁce for the selected terms. Here too, a
numerical approach is available. In fact, there are two diﬀerent approaches. You could use just the
Zone measurement. Take all terms/pages ranked at Zone 3 and below and use their PageRank to boost
selected terms in Zones 1 and 2.
A more ﬁnely tuned alternaAve is to make this same selecAon using either incremental or total
potenAal in the same way the promoted terms were selected.
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In our Zone based approach we want to let terms idenAfy themselves. As they appear in Zone 2 and
have suﬃcient value to get selected we promote them. UnAl then, they are just WaiAng.
However, we can be more proacAve if we choose to and the deeper Zones as a term research tool. As
we see terms recur or grow in traﬃc, we can assess if they deserve their own entrance page or not.
Building a new page for one of these terms can cause it to appear in Zone 2 and subsequently become
a Working term.
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Not only did we start with esAmates here – the AOL data is an average of many rankings and an old
average at that – but then we averaged the average. The purpose of this framework is to create acAon
that will result in good things happening as rapidly as possible. There is no adempt at some noAon of
theoreAcal soundness. It’s about making money and the numbers are craR in an adempt to promote
the right decisions.
However, driving your enAre business from GA can result in ending up in a diﬀerent business. This
won’t be the case for everybody, some businesses are more prone to it than others, but just consider
this: about 30% of all search traﬃc relates to adult content. If you are anywhere on the margins of
that, le^ng GA take over your content strategy could result in you turning into a porn site. Far
fetched? Maybe, but the point is that Google AnalyAcs does not know what you sell and why. It just
knows what your traﬃc is worth. You have to decide if you want more traﬃc like that or not.
And ﬁnally, this methodology simply does not work unless you already have a reasonably well
constructed site. If you try to make this system work with pages that are poorly matched to the traﬃc
they are ge^ng, you will just get bad results even faster. Start with good site design, both informaAon
architecture and on‐site SEO before running this process.
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And with that, once more, here are the four elements of Zone based SEO.
For the SEO BrainTrust, this is Leslie Rohde. As always, have an opAmal day!
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